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Directions for the teacher:  

Step 1 – Present the following five idioms: in the red/ out of the red, in the back, not (worth) 

one red cent, a golden opportunity, (see) the color of someone’s money. Ask first if any students 

are familiar with the expressions. 

 in the red = in debt, losing money / out of the red = out of debt, now with profit 
 in the black = not in debt, showing  profit 
 not (worth) one red cent = having no value 
 a golden opportunity = a chance to be very successful, often in terms of money 
 (see) the color of someone's money = want to see if someone actually has the 

money to pay for something 

Step 2 – Check student’s comprehension of the idioms by having them match the idiom to a 
photo that illustrates its meaning. See my suggestions on the next page. Note how I 
contextualized each idiom in a sentence. 

Step 3 – Have students work in pairs. Assign an idiom to each pair. (In large classes, the same 
idioms will be assigned to more than one pair.) Ask them to create a short dialog that includes 
the quoted speech from the matching exercise. 

Step 4 – Have pairs read their dialogs to the class. At this point, you may suggest other 
common contexts for these idioms to be used. 
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Match the quotes to the photos. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

           

a. “You’ll never get anyone to buy that. It’s not worth one red cent.” 

b. “I got the promotion! It’s a golden opportunity because I’ll now have my own clients.” 

c. “How will I ever get my company out of the red?” 

d. “He said we have a deal, but first he wants to see the color of our money.” 

e. “Good news! I did the books last night, and thanks to the last deal we closed we are now in 

the black!” 


